Quantum interference control of current in bulk semiconductors is analyzed using a simple three-band model. Universal scaling rules and polarization dependence are analytically derived. ͓S0163-1829͑99͒50840-0͔
Quantum interference control ͑QUIC͒ of current in semiconductors is a subject of current interest dealing with the manipulation of the magnitude and the direction of a photo-current. [1] [2] [3] [4] It is an example of a class of phenomena involving quantum interference between optical transitions that have been studied in atomic media. [5] [6] [7] In all cases, interference between single-photon absorption ͑SPA͒ and twophoton absorption ͑TPA͒ produces directional photoelectrons in the continuum of conduction band states. The directionality of the photogenerated electrons results from the fact that the two pairs of initial and final states involved in the singleand two-photon transitions are degenerate but contain different parity. Device applications based on QUIC in semiconductors have now been proposed, including the generation of short ͑single cycle͒ bursts of terahertz frequency radiation. 3, 8, 9 A calculation of the QUIC current density tensor J i jkl in bulk semiconductors was given by Atanasov et al. 4 for GaAs using a numerical model which uses a full band structure of GaAs within the local density approximation. Khurgin 8 employed a simple parabolic band structure to show that QUIC and third-order optical rectification are the ''real'' and ''virtual'' manifestations of the same nonlinear process. In this paper, a three-band model will be presented that, in analytical form, describes the QUIC scaling as well as its polarization dependence. Simple theoretical models leading to analytical solutions allow for a generality that is descriptive of a large class of materials. A simple model also provides a clear physical picture that is often difficult to extract from numerical treatments.
The system studied here is a zinc-blende semiconductor characterized by a conduction band and two valence bands in Kane's theory. 10 The two valence bands are a heavy-hole ͑hh͒ and a light-hole ͑lh͒ band as depicted in Fig. 1 . The starting formalism is described in Refs. 11 and 12 where initial ͑valence͒ and final ͑conduction͒ states are taken as dressed Bloch functions where the acceleration of the electrons and holes are taken into account by considering the first order ͑i.e., time-dependent͒ Stark shift of the energy states due to the applied fields:
where E c, 0 (k)ϭប c, (k) is the stationary energy eigenvalue of each band with effective masses m c and m (ϭhh or lh͒. The total vector potential A() contains two harmonic fields at and 2 specified by their amplitude A j , phase j , and polarization unit vector a j ( jϭ1,2) as follows:
The electron-hole generation rate is calculated using firstorder perturbation theory,
where H int ϭϪ(e/m 0 c)A•p is the interaction Hamiltonian. The momentum distribution of the photogenerated electrons is obtained by evaluating the transition rate for single and two-photon process as a function of Euler's angles and in the k space:
Note that the absolute magnitude of the electron-hole quasimomentum ͉k͉ is determined from the energy conservation relation ͓E c 0 (k)ϪE 0 (k)ϭ2ប͔ contained in Eq. ͑3͒. Without loss of generality, taking k ʈ z causes no k•p coupling between the conduction and hh-valence bands. The absence of k•p coupling in the hh-c interaction is the reason why the mass of the hh valence band is the same as the bare electron mass. For optical transitions, these symmetry arguments allow us to take k ʈ p c for the lh-c, and kЌp c for the hh-c, where p c is the interband momentum matrix element. 10 The k space symmetry relations thus determine the momentum distribution of the electron-hole pairs W(,) and hence the polarization dependence of the photocurrent. Evaluation of Eq. ͑4͒, retaining only the lowest order terms in A 1 and A 2 gives The absorption coefficients ␣ and ␤ are identical to those derived for two-band models, 12, 13 except that numerical prefactors in K and A used here are modified to include the presence of an additional valence band. The spectral dependence is contained in functions involving xϭប/E g . The calculated angular distribution functions F ␣ , F ␤ , and F ␣␤ corresponding to SPA, TPA, and the interference term, respectively, are listed in Table I . F ␣ and F ␤ are normalized such that ͐͐F j d dϭ1, where jϭ␣,␤. We note that ͐͐F ␣␤ d dϭ0, indicating the fact that the interference does not produce additional carriers by itself, but only alters ͑i.e., destroys the symmetry of͒ the momentum distribution of the photogenerated electron-hole population. To illustrate this, examples of three-dimensional electron distributions W(,) resulting from lh-c and hh-c transitions are plotted in Fig. 2 , assuming ␣I 2 ϭ4␤I 1 2 and co-polarized beams. Note that there is asymmetry in the momentum distribution only along the polarization direction. Furthermore, varying the relative phase ͑⌬͒ controls the direction of injected e-h populations. The transition lh-c gives a much more pronounced k space anisotropy compared to hh-c although the phase dependence is identical. Dramatically different results are obtained for cross-polarized beams as depicted in Fig. 3 for ⌬ϭ(2mϩ1)/2 (mϭinteger). The first feature is that the anisotropy in the distribution is obtained only along the polarization direction of the 2 beam. Second, the anisotropy introduced by the hh-c and lh-c transitions almost cancel, leading to a nearly symmetric total distribution.
The instantaneous rate of the current injection produced due to the QUIC process along a direction î in the presence is photogenerated electron or hole velocity. It is important to note that in the simple static lattice model assumed here, the recoil momentum is absorbed by ''infinitely'' heavy ions.
Evaluating Eq. ͑8͒ for electrons and summing the contributions from lh and hh valence bands leads to an instantaneous current density rate,
where BϷ0.6 is a numerical constant. The tensor properties are contained in the dimensionless Y i jkl parameter given in Table II . The predicted polarization dependence is in agreement with experimental observations in GaAs. 3 As pointed out by Hache et al., 3 the macroscopic current density will be strongly influenced by the rate at which the injected e-h distribution is randomized due to phonon scattering. Ignoring recombination and diffusion, the macroscopic current density (J ) evolves according to
where m denotes the momentum relaxation time. The average current density over a time interval Tӷ m , and assuming a temporally square pulse of duration t p , is then obtained from Eq. ͑10͒:
with ␥ given by
where e ϭe m /m c is the carrier ͑here electronic͒ mobility.
In an experiment performed with modelocked laser pulses, T can be taken as the pulse train period. The result in Eq. ͑12͒ indicates that the critical material parameter for obtaining strong QUIC signals is the e ͱ␣␤ product. The material scaling can be found by substituting the known band-gap 
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dependence of ␣, ␤, and e . Incorporating the scaling of SPA and TPA given in Eq. ͑6͒, we arrive at the following scaling relation for ␥:
where we have ignored the dispersion of the linear refractive index. Using the known electron mobility and refractive index, 14 we plot in Fig. 4 the parameter ␥ for a number of III-V and II-VI semiconductors. Since electron mobility makes the strongest contribution, the semiconductors such InAs and InSb have the best potential for generating large coherent currents and bursts of terahertz frequency radiation.
Additional material parameters can play a role in the scaling of the total macroscopic current depending on the experimental arrangement. In contactless experiments ͑i.e., in terahertz detection 9 ͒ the depth of the coherent current will be determined by either the optical absorption depth l a ϭ␣ Ϫ1 (2) or coherence length of the two beams l c ϭ/͓n(2)Ϫn()͔. 3 In planar metal-semiconductor-metal structures, however, the effective current depth can be determined by the mean free path between momentum randomizing collisions (l m ϭ e,h m Ϸ10-500 nm) if carriers are generated within a distance l m of the electrode. Clearly, the latter effect will make the mobility dependence of the scaling parameter even stronger than that given by Eq. ͑13͒, although the relative position of the points in Fig. 4 should remain the same.
In conclusion, a three-band model describes the magnitude, band-gap scaling, and the polarization dependence of coherent current control in semiconductors. Materials with high current injection efficiencies are identified using the derived scaling law.
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